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SOLUTION OF A PROBLEM. 

BY george h. harvill, bonner, louisiana. 

Problem.?What must be the size of an auger that will cut away just half 
of a solid ball 3 inches in diameter, by boring two holes, perpendicular to 
each other, through its center? 

Solution.?Let r = radius of ball and x = radius of the auger. The vol? 
ume of the ball is |7ir3, The part bored away will consist of the volumes of 
two cylinders, ABDE and GKIH minus the volume cut from one of the 

cylinders by the other plus the four segments at the ends of the two cylin? 
ders, which must = \ of |^zy3 = ?7rr3. The volume of each cylinder=27nc2 
Xj/(r2? x2), . ?. that of the two cylinders = 4.xx2\/{r2?a;2). The volume 
cut from one cylinder by the other is ? the cube of the diameter of its base 
= ?(2#)3 ? --^-xz. The volume of each segment = %nr\r? \/(i'2 ? x2)~\ 
? ^7tx2i/(r2?x2), hence that of the four segments = f7rr2[r ? \/(r2? x2)~\ 
? ^7tx2\/\r2? x2). Hence, putting r =1 for convenience, we have the eq?n 

4xa?v'(l?a?)i-%ir-%K[i/(l? ?2)]?| Trx2}/(1? x2)?^-xz = \iz; 
whence by reduction we find 

Sx3 + 4:7rv\l-x2f = S7r. 

Solving this equation by trial, I find x = .474595, or x = .474595r. 
For a sphere 3 inches in diameter, x = .711892 inches. 
If the holes are cut with a chisel, instead of an auger, what must be the 

width of the chisel? 

SOL UTI0N8 OF PROBLEMS IN NUMBER ONE. 

Solutions of problems in No. 1, have been received as follows: 

From Prof. L. G. Barbour, 245, 246, 248; Prof. P. E. Chase, 241, 242, 

243, 246, 247, 249 ; Prof. W. P. Casey, 241, 242, 243, 245; Geo. M. Day, 
244, 246, 248 ; Prof. E. J. Edmunds, 242, 243, 244, 246 ; Prof. A. B. Ev- 

ans, 247; Geo. Eastwood, 248, 249 ; Henry Gunder, 242, 244, 246; W. E. 

Heal, 242, 243, 244, 246; J. H. Hoffstrom, 242; G. J. Hendricks, 242; 
Prof. A. Hall, 248; Dr. David S. Harfc, 246; Prof. J. H. Kershner, 241, 

242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 248, 249; Prof. D. J. Mc Adam, 242, 248; Ar- 

temasMartin, 246; E. B. Opdycke, 242; K. S. Putnam, 242; P. Kich- 

ardson, 241, 242, 245, 246; Prof. M. C. Stevens, 241, 242, 246; E. B. 

Seitz, 241,242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248; Prof. J. Scheffer, 242, 243, 
244, 245, 246, 248. 
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241. "From any point within a parallelogram to draw three straight 
lines which shall divide the parallelogram into three equal parts." 

CONSTRUCTION BY PROF. W. P. CASEY, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 

Let 0 be the given point and through it draw hg parallel to AD, and 
draw On, Om trisecting the parallelogram 
hBCg; and also, Or, Op trisecting the I 

parallelogram AhgD, by a well known 

problem; then draw Ox, niaking the tri? 

angle Omx = the triangle Orp; then the I 
three lines On, Ox, Or trisect the parallel? 
ogram. If the triangle OmC be less than I 

Orp, make the triangle OCx = their difference; then the line Ox will in? 
tersect the line CD. 

[Prof. Stevens gives a very elegant, but more complicated, construction. 
Mr. Seitz shows that the question is indetermiuate, and therefore admits of 

any number of different constructions.] 

242. "The difference between the areas of the inscribed and circums'bd 
circles of an equilateral triangle is a. Required the side of the triangle." 

SOLUTION BY K. S. PUTNAM, ROMK, NEW YOEK. 

The area of a ring = n(R2?r2). R = AE, 
r = DJBand AE2?DE2 = AD2. 

We therefore have 

tt.AD2 =a; 

and AB = 2AD = 2^ 
a 

'V? 

243. "Adapt x/(a2 + b2) and l/(a+6) + 1/(a?b)9 to computation by the 
usual logarithmic tables." 

SOLUTION BY W. E. HEAL, WHEELING, IND. 

1. Wehave1/(a2+62) = al/[l+(62--a2)]. Put b-Hi = tan 0. Then 

1/[l+(62-^-a2)]=1/(l+tan^)=sec?; .-. log ^/(a2+6*)= log a+log sec 0; 



2. We have i/(a+6)+y>?6)==v/a.[i/(l+[6-4-a])+T/(l~[6-??a])]. 
Put 6?hz = cos <p. Then ^[l + (6-f-a)] + i/[l?(6-^-a)] = j/(l+cosp) 
+ j/(l ? cos <p) = (cos J^+sin \(p).-\/2 = 2 sin (45??\tp\ (Chauvenet's 

Trig., Equations 138, 139 and 149.) 

244. "Prove that l*+2*+39+49+ ... + n9 = |(16s5?20s4+12s3?3s2), 
where s = 1+2+3+4+ ... +n." 

SOLUTION BY E. B. SEITZ. 

Let S = V + 29 + 39 + 49 +_+ n9... (1). Assume 

5 = As(s?l)(s?S){s? 6)(s?10)+Bs(s?l)(s?3)(??6) 
+ <7s(s?1)(??3)+Ds(s?l)+s. (2) 

When ^ = 2, s = 3, and QD+3 = l9+29 = 513; .-.D= 85. 
? % = 3, s = 6, and 90C+30D+6 = p+29+39 = 20196; 

.-. (7=196. 
? n = 4, ? = 10, and 2520P+630C+90D+10 = 282340; 

.'.B= 60. 
" 7i = 5, s = 15, and 113400^1 + 22680P+2520C+210D+15 

= 2235465; .-. A = 3f 
Hence by substitution and reduction (2) becomes 

8 = i[16s5?20s4 + 12s3?3s2]. 

SOLUTION BY HENRY GUNDER, NORTH MANCHESTER, IND. 

Assume l9+29+39+_+n9 = a+6n+cn2+*i8+ .... +ln10. (1) 
Substitute n+1 for n, and subtract, and we get 

(n+lf = 6+c[(ti+1)2^i2]+4(7i+1)3?n3]+ ... +/[(n+l)w?w10]. (2) 

Expanding (2) and equating the coefficients of like powers of n, we find 
1 = ro> h = h* = h h = 0,9 = ?To>f= 0,e = ?,d=0,c = ?./0, 
6 = 0; therefore 

19+29+39+ .... +n9 = a?^n2+?n*?T\n?+in8+?n?+T\n10. (3) 

Putting n = 1 in (3), a = 0. The second member is easily put under 
the form i[16s5?20s4+12s3?3s2], where s= 1+2+3 ... +n= %n(n+l). 

245. "The three transversals AA' BB' CC of a triangle ABC intersect 
each other in one point, cutting the sides of the the angle at A' B', C. If 

the angles BAA', ACC and CBB' are equal, compute the transversals 

AA', BB', CC by means of the sides a, b, c, of the triangle." 
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SOLUTION BY P. RICHARDSON, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. 

Let ABC represent the triangle and 0 the point where the transversals 
meet. Produce the transversals to meet | 
the circumscribing circle in D, E, F; Join 

AD, BE and CF. Let the sides opposite 
the angles A, B, C, be, respectively, a, 6, c. 

Put BO = x, C0=y,A0 = z. It 
is| 

easily shown that angle BOC = A -f B,\ 

AOC=B+C, AOB = A + C. Thedou- 

ble area of triangle is, xy sin C -f- xz sin B 

-\-yz sin A = bc sin A. But sin B = (b-t-a) 
Xsiii-4, sin C = (c~-a) sin A; hence, by 
subst'n and red., cxy+bxz-\-ayz = abc. (1)| 

The double area of BOC is xys'm C= A'0(x sin B-\-y sixiA), hence, by 
substitution, &c, as above, 

AO'^j^-, hence AA' = z+A'Q = z+tGxy = m+^?m 
ox-\-ay bx-\-ay bx-\-ay 

abc 

bx~\-ay 

Similarly, BB' = ~r^?, and CO = ab? 
. (2) oz + cy cx+az 

The similar triangles ABC9 AOD9 BOE and COF9 give 
AD = (cy+a)9 BE = (az+b), CF= (bx+c). Hence (because AD = BE 

= CF)9 (cy?a) = (as-^-6) = (bx-r-c). Hence, by substitution (1) gives 
a2b b2c 

X ? ? 010 . - ? ? . ,0 , 2/ ,///l2/,|i/l?JiUJ\> 2 ~ 
^(a^+aV+iV)' 

* 
i/(a262+aV+62c2)' -/(a2b2+a2c*+b2c2) 

Substituting these values for x, y, z, in (2) we get 

AA' = c]/(a2&2+a2c2+62e2) 
a2-f-c2 

} 

Ttw ? aV(a2b2+a>2c2+b2c2) 

?/ _ 6i/(a262+a2c2+6V) 

246. "Show that the sum of five consecutive integral square numbers 
cannot be a square." 
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SOLUTION BY PROF. M. C. STEVENS, LA FAYETTE, INDIANA. 

Let (a?2)2, (a?l)2, a2, (a+1)2 and (a+2)2 be any five consecutive square 
numbers; then 5(a2+2) is their sum. Now as 5 is a factor of this number, 
if it is a square number it must end in either 00 or 25, and consequently 
a2+2 must end in either 0 or 5. But a2 must end in either 0, 1, 4, 5, 6 or 

9; hence a2+2 cannot end in either 0 or 5, and hence 5(a2+2) cannot be a 

square number. 

247. "Three points are taken at random on the surface of a cirele; find 

the chance that the triangle formed by joining them is acute." 

SOLUTION BY PROF. A. B. EVANS, LOCKPORT, NEW YORK. 

It can easily be shown that the probability required will remain unchan- 

ged if one of the three points be restricted to a fix- 
ed point in the circumference of a cirele whose I 
radius is unity, and the other two points, to the 
surface of such eircle. 

In any position of the three points, let r repre-1 
sent the distance from the centre of the given cir-l 
cle of the point farthest therefrom; the other two points will evidently be 
confined to the area of a concentric cirele whose radius is r. If p be the 

probability of an acute triangle when one point is thus confined to the cir? 
cumference of a cirele, radius r, while the other two are within that cirele, 
the value of p will evidently be independent of r. Making therefore the 

farthest point move over every point of the area of the given cirele and, in 
each of its positions, giving every possible position to each of the other two 

points, we find, for each position of the farthest point, the probability of an 
acute triangle to be p. The total probability is therefore evidently p. 

Let one of the points, as A, be fixed on the circumference of a cirele, ra? 
dius unity, concentric with the given cirele, and let the other two points, B 
and C, be taken at random within said circumference. Let p0, p6, pc, be 
the separate probabilities that A, B, C are obtuse; then, since the triangle 
can have only one obtuse angle, p = 1?(pa+Pb+Pc)- 

To find the chance that A is obtuse fix B and draw AD perpendicular 
to AB; then the chance required is 

area of segment AHD 
area of cirele 

Let40 = 1, p = AB, 0=1 OAB, and <p = JZEOF; then the seg? 
ment AHD = 0?sin 0 cos 0, and the chance (0?sin 0 cos 0)-^n. 
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Now supposing B to move over the whole area of the cirele, we have 
for the probability that A is obtuse 

pa = L 2 
j (0_sin 0 cos 0)PdOdp 

= ?M C2 6(cos26?sin 0 cosz0)d0 

= A^_l\ =A--JL 
7r2\16 2/ 4 ^r2' 

To find the chance that B is obtuse, fix B and draw EBF perpendicular 
to AB; then the chance that B is aewte is 

area of segment EHF 
area of cirele 

Now, area of segment EHF= 0 ? sin 0 cos 0, and chance = (<p ? sin <p 
Xcos (p)~7T. Hence the total probability that B is acute, 

2 r*. (*2 cos o 
1?ph = __ I 2 I (<p ?sin <p cos <p)pd0dp. 

Since cos ^ ? cos 0 ? p, dp = sin <p d<p and pdp = (cos 0 ? cos ^)sin <p d<p; 

1?pb = ?- I 2 I (^ ?sin ^ cos ^)sin ^(cos 0?cos<p)d0d(p 

= J2/97T2 , 1\ = 9 1 . 
tt2V 32^2/ 16 tt2' 

P?=Tfi? ^2' 
A ? A 
16 7T2 

The probability that Ois obtuse is also T7? ? (1 -s- 7r2); for p& and pc are 

obviously equal. Now, pa+p6+pc = f?(4-mt2); therefore 

p = 1 ? (- ) = ?- ? - = the probability that the 

triangle 4JBC is acute. 
Note.?If three points be taken at random in a given plane, the proba? 

bility that they will be the vertices of an acute triangle is also (4-=-7r2)?-|. 

248. "If in the plane of xy the directions of the forces P and P' make 
with the axis of x the angles a and a', and the direction of their resultant 
the angle A, and if we denote by p, p' and r the perpendiculars from the 

origin on these directions, we have the relation, 

r sin (a'?a)-\-p sin (A?a')+p' sin (a?A) = 0." 
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SOLUTION BY WALTER SIVERLY, OIL CITY, PA. 

Let R = the resultant; then Pp -f- P'p' = Rr... (1). Also, resolving 
forces parallel and perpendicular to the resultant, 

pcos(a?A)+P'cos(A?a') = R..(2), Psm(a?A)?P'$m(A-a') = 0.(3) 

Elim'g R from (1), (2), P cos(a?A) + P'cos(A?a') = (Pp + P'p')~-r. (4) 
From (3), P= P'sin(A?a')-^sm(a?A). Substituting in (4), observ- 

ing that sm(A-a') Gos(a-A)-\-cos(A-a') sin(a-^L) 
? 

sin(a-a;) = -sin(a;-a), 
r sin (a'?a)Jrp sin (A?a')-\-p'sm (a?A) 

? 0. 

SOLUTION BY PROF. ASAPH HALL. 

Leti bethe distance from the origin to the intersection of the directions 

of P and P', and a the angle which this line makes with the axis of x. 

We have p = L sin (a?a) : pf = L sin (a?a'): r = L sin (a?A). 
If we put x = L sin a: y = L cos a: these equations take the form 

p = x cos a ? y sin a: pf = x cos a' ? y sin a': r = x cos A ? y sin A. 

The elimination of x and y from these equations gives the relation sought. 

249. "Representing the amount of an insolvent estate by d, A has a 

claim of a, B a claim of b and C a claim of c against it. A's claim has a 

legal priority over B's, B's a priority over Cs and Cs a priority over A's. 

How should the estate be divided? Consider the several cases when the 

estate is insufncient to pay any two of the claims, when it is sufficient to 

pay any two, etc." 

SOLUTION BY GEORGE EASTWOOD, SAXONVILLE, MASS. 

A can claim the order of priority a, b, c; let a', b', c' denote the parts of 

the estate d found on that supposition. Then 

B can claim b"} o", a" ; C can claim c'", a'", b'". 

Now a'Jra"-\-a"' = A's relative claim; 
b'+b"+b'" = B's ? " 

; 
Gf +0// + 0/// = c>s " " . 

The sum of these is obviously equal to 3d. Hence 

i(a'+a"+a'") = A's portion, (1) 

j(6'+6//+6'") = B,s " 
9 (2) 

i(o'+o"+o'") = <y8 " . (3) 
Ex. Suppose A? claim (a) = $500; B?s claim (b) =z $300; Cs claim 

(e) = $200, and the estate (d) = $400. Then A can claim 

f a' V e' 1 f b" c" a" ] ( c'" a'"b'" 1 

\ 400 0 0 /' 
B can 

claim\ 300 100 0 }' 
C caD 

claim\ 200 200 0 /; 
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by (1) A's portion = ?(400+000+200) 
_ 

200, 
" 

(2) B's portion = ?(000+300+000) == 100, 
" 

(3) C's portion = ?(000 + 100+200) = 100. 

Net estate {d) 
? $400. 

PROBLEMS. 

250. By L. Regan, Boonsboro, Iowa.?Divide the line AB, geometri- 

cally, into three parts that shall be in harmonic proportion. 

251. By Dr. H. Eggers, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.?Show that when the 

two lines, which bisect two angles of a triangle, are equal the triangle is 

252. By W. E. Heal, Wheeling, Ind.?If the roots of a given cubic 

equation be not real and positive show that the equation can be transformed 
into another, of the same degree, in which all the roots are real and positive. 

253. By Prof. E. J. Edmunds, New Orleans, La.?If f(x) be a function 
whose roots are all real, show that the differential of the second order of 
that function has all its roots imaginary. 

254. By Artemas Martin, M. A., Mne, Pa.?Integrate 
dl = xE(e, x)dx, 

where E{e, x) denotes an elliptic are, eccentricity e and abscissa x. 

255. By Prof. Johnson. ? l. In a triangle ABC the angle 4=y>+a, 
B = 2<p; supposing AB to remain fixed, while <p varies, it is required to 
find the rectangular equation to the locus of C, and the equations to the 

asymptotes. 
2. With the same data as above, taking A as the origin, and AB as the 

axis of x; let a = 45?, and find the envelop of a straight line which pas? 
ses through Oand makes an angle 4^ + 90? with Ax. 

256. By Prof. H. T. Eddy, Cincinnati, Ohio.?If the given quanti- 
ties xl9 x2, #3, x? have the probable errors rt, r2, r3, r4, respectively, find 
the probable error r of the quantity x when x1 : x2 :: x^-\-x : x?-\-x. 

257. By E. B. Seitz, Greenville, Ohio.? Within a triangle ABC, de? 
termine a point P, such that m.PA+n.PB +r.PC shall be a minimum, m, 
n, r being constants. 
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